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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ploughing carried out in recent years by the tenant farmer Mr Richard Chaddock 

revealed artefacts dating to the Romano-British period, including hypocaust tiles, 

limestone roofing tiles and a large corner stone (quoin), from a substantial 

building. Mr Chaddock kindly showed us where the finds had come from within 

‘Beggars Field’, thereby initiating the geophysical survey and excavation. The site 

was identified in 2005, when our attention was drawn to a collection of ceramic 

building material, identified by Dr Nick Corcos as Romano-British. Two periods of 

geophysical survey were carried out in September and December of that year, by 

Paul Driscoll, Sam Driscoll and Nick Corcos. The results revealed two large 

rectangular buildings at right angles to each other (aligned roughly NNW-SSE & 

WSW-ENE). Although the full extent of the buildings was not ascertained, the 

widths were recorded as c. 15m (NNW-SSE) and c. 18m (WSW-ENE). The initial 

interpretation was that the results represented substantial structures, to the 

south of Beggar’s Field, potentially dating to the Romano-British period. The 

geophysical survey was repeated in March 2008 by Absolute Archaeology in order 

confirm the location of the above. This was followed up by a programme of test 

pitting, carried out by Absolute Archaeology (2009). All six test pits proved 

positive, with evidence of Romano-British building activity identified across the 

extent of the site. A programme of test pitting had previously been carried out 

across the site, supervised by Brigid Gallagher (2005). These excavations revealed 

a potential linear feature, interpreted as a drain and deposits of CBM and broken 

lias, interpreted as demolition material. Roman artefacts included Fe (nails) and 

Romano-British ceramics (Gallagher, 2006). 
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Over a period of several weeks during August and September 2009, an area 

measuring 19.5m x 3m was excavated to further explore the site, after preliminary 

findings from geophysical surveys and targeted test pitting revealed the presence 

of an unknown Romano-British settlement in ‘Beggars Field’ in the parish of 

Butleigh, Somerset. The main investigation followed the excavation of four test 

pits which were positioned to target prominent earthworks and areas of interest 

identified by the geophysics. All four test pits were positive, revealing Romano-

British building material along with Fe and ceramic artefacts. Two further test pits 

confirmed that the site covered a large area of approximately one acre (0.4047 

hectares). Test pits 2 and 6 were excavated down on to a laid metalled surface of 

limestone, set within a matrix of compacted clay. Preliminary interpretation 

suggested that the material may represent a courtyard or a road surface. Test pit 

1 was excavated down through a layer of demolition material, including CBM, 

masonry and broken lias roof tiles. This context was seen to seal what appears to 

be a well worn (metalled) natural layer of in situ lias stone. Test pit 5 was 

excavated down through a disturbed/demolition layer, containing numerous 

pieces of miniature tesserae, sealing a layer of small sorted limestone aggregate, 

which is interpreted at this stage as a drain off from a bath house or equivalent, 

located close by. The area chosen for the main excavation incorporated test pits 3 

and 4 and was positioned on a prominent earthwork to the SE of ‘Beggar Field’ 

(Fig 2). 
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1.1. Setting (Fig 1)     

The Romano-British site in ‘Beggars field’ is situated 0.5 km NW of Butleigh village 

and approximately 4.5 km south of Glastonbury. The field is in permanent pasture 

(last ploughed approximately five years ago) overlying Lower Lias, Lower Jurassic 

limestone (observed in two areas of the excavation: Gullies F38 and F44). The villa 

complex is approximately 30m above sea level on a gentle SE facing slope, at the 

bottom of a ridge to the north.  A de-toured stream defines the southern 

boundary of the site. The site lies at approximately Grid Reference No ST 51500 

34200. 

 

2. ARCHAEOLOGICAL/HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1. Somerset has within its boundaries numerous Romano-British villas. The spatial 

distribution of known villas shown on Cosh and Neal’s Map (2005) suggests that 

each could be the epicentre to an estate, not too dissimilar to the large country 

estates of the 18th century. Indeed, recent research has suggested that the parish 

boundaries within the counties of England could well represent the enclosed 

areas of Romano-British estates, rather than having (as is traditionally thought) 

Anglo-Saxon origins, though this is open to serious debate. For example, around 

Cirencester (Gloucestershire) there is one villa per Medieval parish (Reece, 1983, 

13). Indeed Rippon (1991, 57), commenting on earlier work carried out in Essex by 

Drury and Rodwell (1980, 59-75), showed late Saxon dates for rectangular field 

systems, rather than the Prehistoric or Roman dates put forward by Drury and 

Rodwell. As Malcolm Todd pointed out “Estate centres can be identified and 

studied, but not the blocs of land themselves. Individual fundi or saltus would only 
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be identifiable through archaeological investigation, but there are approaches 

which may be useful as a more thorough knowledge of local landscapes becomes 

available” (Todd, 1989, 14). Settlement patterns and field systems in the area of 

Butleigh have also been discussed by Roger Leech. He comments on Medieval 

settlement and field patterns representing earlier forms, especially in the parishes 

of Kingsdon and Somerton, which may preserve relict features of Romano-British 

layouts (Leech, 1982, 33). No doubt as more villas come to light and fieldwork 

techniques advance, a much clearer picture of settlement patterns and field 

systems will be established. 

 

2.2. Crop marked features are recorded around the present area under investigation. 

Aerial photographs (SMR 25541) show field boundaries and possible small 

enclosures, though in all probability these are post-medieval in date. 

 

2.3. Fieldwork carried out by Absolute Archaeology during March 2009 recognised a 

prominent arching earthwork feature at ST 51503400, around 100 m SW of the 

investigation area. 

 

2.4. Evidence for Prehistoric activity in the area lies approximately 1.5 km to the NNW 

of the Butleigh Romano-British site (Beggars Field). Situated overlooking the 

Levels is a possible defended enclosure (SMR 18670), supported by the field name 

‘Old Bury’. 

 

2.5. Iron age and Romano-British pottery (SMR 24713), suggesting settlement, has 

been found during fieldwork c. 2 km to the NW of the Butleigh site. 
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2.6. A large linear earthwork feature shown as ‘New Ditch’ (SMR 23193) on the OS 

map is situated 1300m to the SW of the Butleigh site. This has been described as 

being similar in construction to the ‘Ponters Ball’ (SMR 23564) earthwork feature 

running across the A361 at Havyatt. ‘New Ditch’ is debatable due to its position 

within a Medieval wood and its possible association to a deer park. 

 

2.7. The ‘Fosse Way’ Roman road is approximately 6 km east of the Butleigh Romano-

British site. A possible Roman road (SMR 14019) shown on the 1891 OS map and 

running from ST 51073121 to ST 51463170 is also proposed. 

 

2.8. Hurcot and Littleton, with their notable mosaics, are the closest known villas to 

the Butleigh site. Further investigative fieldwork may well reveal similar sites to 

the above mentioned. 

 

 

3.   EXCAVATION TECHNIQUES 

3.1. Aligned length ways on a NW-SE axis, the area was divided into twenty six 

conjoined co-axial units each measuring 1.5m2. Rather than using a mechanical 

digger to turf/topsoil strip, it was decided from the outset to hand dig the whole 

area, which included the initial removal of turf. A traditional grid style method of 

excavation was decided upon to accommodate the summer school students 

excavating the area. We were well aware that this form of excavation has its 

limitations, but that it equally has its positives, in that a total of thirteen running 

sections can be carefully photographed and recorded as the area is reduced down, 

as opposed to the alternate open area excavations carried out on most sites that 
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have only baulk sections to record. The ability to record the spatial patterning of 

artefacts is another advantage of this style of excavation.  However, one of the 

main disadvantages of this excavation technique is that the excavator has to be 

vigilant in noticing features in plan within the restricted confines of their allotted 

area. A further disadvantage of opening up a small area in the first season includes 

a restricted understanding of the overall stratigraphy of the site. However, within 

these confines reasonable judgment can be made into a basic matrix. To recognise 

the running sections across the site, it was decided to stagger each of the 

excavation grids (Photo 1).  

 

4. THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE SITE 

4.1. Several phases of development/redevelopment were recognised during the 

course of the excavation, ranging from early gully type features F38 and F44, cut 

into the natural limestone and probably dating to the 2nd century AD, through to 

localised building activity, after the levelling and robbing out which took place 

somewhere in and around the late 4th/early 5th century AD. Evidence of robbed 

out walls and the mixing of opus signinum clearly indicates building activity in the 

vicinity of the extant building sometime around the early-middle 5th century AD. 

 

4.2. The Development of the Site 

 

4.2.1. Phase 1 

Two ditches (F38 and F44) running NNW-SSE were identified, during intrusive 

archaeological investigation, as the last phase of excavation (Photos 2 & 3). 
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Running beneath preserved floor surfaces, these features are clearly the earliest 

within the excavated area. Both ditches were cut into the natural limestone and 

were clearly extant at the time of the construction of the main building. Both were 

filled by later deposits, with ditch F38 providing possible dating evidence with a 

single sherd of samian ware. Running alongside and beneath the western baulk 

edge, the width of ditch F38 could not be ascertained. Ditch F44 was stepped, 

with an overall width of 0.78m and a rough stone lined base with a truncated 

depth of 0.17m. Though no robbing of upright and capping stones was apparent in 

either of the two ditches, the profile of ditch F44 could be interpreted as that of a 

culvert.  

 

4.2.2. Phase 2 (a) 

In the SE section of the excavation an area of metalling (Room 4) consisting of 

angular lias stone (context 28) mixed with deposits of dispersed opus signinum 

(context 27), formed a layer that continued under the flagstone floor F10 (Room 

3). A sondage cut at the SE corner of the flagstones F10 also revealed what 

appeared to be the same layer. No further exploratory work was carried out to 

find the range of this layer, which may have been cut by wall F25. Contemporary 

to this layer (context 28) were four post pads (F11, F34, F35 and F36) located 

down the western baulk section and running on a NNW-SSE alignment, through 

rooms 3 and 4. Feature F11 still retained its main plinth in the form of two blocks 

of Doulting stone, whilst the remainder were left with just the footings, which 

consisted of roughly hewn lias stone compacted within a matrix of clay. From the 

levels taken on each of these features it seems likely that Features 34, 35 and 36 
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were robbed of their dressed upper stones, unlike Feature 11. The distance 

between the four pads (measured to the centres) was c. 3.5m. Pad F11 appears to 

have been strengthened or stabilised with a surround of stone packing.  All of the 

pads almost certainly formed the bases for upright posts, which have been noted 

elsewhere on aisled buildings throughout England (Morris, 1979, 62: Fig 40; Leach, 

2001, 79: Fig 27). 

 

4.2.3.  Phase 2 (b) Rooms 1 and 2 

The foundation layers for a substantial building form the second significant phase 

of development. This consisted of a construction cut (context 21) which bisected 

the earlier ditch feature (F38). A pitched lias stone foundation (F22) forms the 

base for two walls and the mosaic floor (F12). The clay packed pitched stones 

(<400mm in depth) were placed directly on top of the natural limestone at an 

angle of circa 30-50 degrees and positioned with the slope facing SSE (Photo 4). 

Supported by the pitched foundation is an extensively robbed out wall (F25), 

running on an ENE-WSW alignment measuring 800mm in width (photo 5). Two 

courses of dressed limestone with rubble core and friable lime mortar bonding 

material were visible.  

 

A return to the wall was completely robbed out, leaving only the clay packed 

pitched stone foundation (F22), which was partial robbed out to the SSE. This load 

bearing foundation appears to have made a division between two rooms (Rooms 

1 and 2). Evidence for this is demonstrated by the extant flagstone floor (F15) 

exposed in the baulk section. Further investigation suggests that the pitched stone 
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also acted as the primary foundation for the mosaic floor (F12) in the adjacent 

room. The stratigraphy for rooms 1 and 2 will be discussed in section 4.2.5 (Phase 

3 b). 

 

4.2.4. Phase 3 (a) Room 3 

The central area of the excavation was covered by a flagstone floor surface (F10) 

(Room 3) abutting wall F25 and supported by the pitched wall footings (Photo 6). 

The flags were also seen to overlie part of the upper stone, comprising post pad 

F11. Notably, the vast majority of the lias flagstones of varying thickness (between 

15mm-45mm) were heavily trauma cracked. It is suggested that the fractures may 

be contemporary with the use of the site in the Romano-British period, supporting 

the hypothesis that the building represents an aisled barn annexe in use for 

agricultural/industrial purposes.  The flagstones end abruptly to the south, with a 

step down of c. 200mm on to a metalled surface (context 28). As there are no 

signs of a robbed out masonry partition wall, it is suggested here that partitioning 

was wooden with an accompanying beam based planked floor above the opus 

signinum/metalled layers (contexts 27 and 28).   Large quantities of nails (260) 

found in this area support this hypothesis, although no visual evidence of a beam 

slot was apparent in either section or plan. Remnants of a potentially 

contemporary flagstone floor (F15) identified in the NW baulk section, had been 

cut by robber trench [5]. At roughly the same level as the main flagstone floor  

(F10), the positioning of these broken flagstones seen in the NW baulk section 

(Room 1) appear to belong to a separate room (room 1) or a corridor 

(ambulatory). Future work will certainly resolve this. 
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4.2.5. Phase 3 (b) Room 2 

Stratigraphy below the Mosaic floor 

A series of makeup layers were identified above the pitched stone foundations 

(F22) in room 2. These culminated in a tessellated floor (F12).  The layer (context 

30) above the pitched stone consisted of medium greyish brown (7.5YR 3/3) soft 

loamy clay, measuring 80mm in depth. Above this (context 19) was a soft dark 

greyish brown (10YR 3/3) silty clay layer, measuring 50mm in depth with 

occasional fragments of broken lias. A layer (context 18) of angular lias stone 

measuring <60mm in length x 20mm in thickness provided the next layer, sealed 

by the layer (context 17) beneath the mosaic, which consisted of loose lias 

limestone fragments within a loose clay matrix measuring 70mm in depth. 

Context 17 can be seen to have been laid directly on top of the pitched stone 

foundation to wall (F25) and therefore it is suggested that the mosaic floor is likely 

to be contemporary with the flagstone surfaces on the opposite side of the wall to 

the WSW and SSE.  

 

The Mosaic floor (Room 2) 

A mosaic floor was located at the N corner of the excavation, with a large enough 

area revealed to determine the overall design and potentially the school of 

mosaics it belongs to (Photo 7). Disturbance caused by the robbing out of the 

dividing wall to the WSW has obliterated large areas of the mosaic pavement. 

Remnants/patches of in situ tesserae have survived in the area of disturbance, 

indicating that the floor originally continued up to the wall. Sagging was evident 
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across most of the mosaic, due to the inadequacy of the various bedding layers. A 

plain border surrounding the geometric design perhaps suggests that furniture 

was intended to stand around the edge of the room, thus negating the need for 

elaborate design in areas that would ultimately be hidden. Alternatively, the 

mosaic may be a basic example, suggesting that the floor belonged to a lower 

status building detached from the main household. The mosaic appears to be 

poorly set on a mortar bedding layer (context 17) with a very pale brown (10YR 

8/4) lime mortar filling. Two patched areas of repair (F13 and F14) measuring 360 

sq mm and 540mm x 430mm were identified in the area of exposed pavement. 

Both appear to be pre-fabricated, crudely put together and badly inserted into the 

tessellated floor. With no signs of disturbance in the layers above, the two areas 

of patching were almost certainly carried out in antiquity. There is no doubt that 

these are poorly executed DIY jobs and may even indicate areas of deposited 

objects below the mosaic! The design of the mosaic with swastika and geometric 

patterning appears to represent motifs popular amongst the artisans of the 4th 

century Dorchester/Durnovarian school of mosaics, exhibiting similarities to those 

excavated in room 10 at Colliton park in Dorchester (RCHM, 1970: Plate 220), also 

Durngate Street, Dorchester (RCHM, 1970: Plate 223) and in the earlier floor of 

room 25 at Dewlish Roman villa in Dorset (Putnam and Rainey, 1976, 56: Fig. 7). 

The discovery of two minissimi (minims) found directly on top of the floor, place 

the latest date for the laying of the mosaic (TPQ) c. 350 AD. Petrological 

identification of the tesserae confirmed that the material consisted mainly of 

locally derived material, predominately light grey (2.5Y 7/1) blocks of flaggy lias, 

for the wide border, with light bluish grey lias (10R 7/8) employed to create the 
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decorative geometric work (swastika, squares and triangles) and softer pale 

yellow lias (2.5Y 8/2) as the interlacing fill. Smaller tesserae were used for the 

inner area of the mosaic, with the larger tesserae reserved for the bordering. 

Differential light red colouration within the interlacing has been attributed to an 

episode of burning, probably occurring during the demise of this wing of the 

building. The larger blocks of flaggy lias tesserae are probably from a source within 

the vicinity of the villa and the smaller blue lias tesserae from around the 

Mendip/Street area.  Several of the smaller tesserae appear to be of a softer 

material, probably a hard chalk. Paul Ensom, summarising in his technical data 

report on the Halstock Romano-British villa tesserae, identified a similar material. 

He concluded that they were too hard for southern English chalk and could 

possibly be imported (Ensom cited in Lucas, 1993, 106). 

 

4.2.6. The Hearth (Room 3) 

A hearth (F48) was located along and running beneath the eastern baulk section. 

The feature, measuring <1.4 m in width, has a curbed lias surround (F9) and was 

seen to contain two fills (contexts 8 and 40) when half sectioned (Photo 8).  The 

hearth has been identified as belonging to a later phase within the development 

of this area/annexe of the villa. The makeup of the later hearth has been shown 

clearly to cut through the flagstone flooring (F10), the underlying bedding layer 

(context 16) and opus signinum/metalled layers (contexts 27 and 28). Melted lead 

found in the upper most fill (context 8) of the hearth could suggest industrial 

activity rather than domestic. The hearth appears to be an adaption of what has 

been interpreted as an earlier industrial fire pit /furnace F41 (Photo 9). When the 
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lower fills were partially excavated, the burnt deposit was shown to be cut into 

layers, contexts (27) and (28).  

 

4.2.7. Overburden/Demolition Layers 

A homogenous layer of demolition material was identified throughout the 

majority of the excavated area. The material is characterised by an abundance of 

broken angular lias tile and irregular blocks of stone, the whole of this layer can be 

termed as ’well sorted’. Amongst the overburden were a number of broken flaggy 

limestone roof tiles, (characterised by a single hole), but none complete. The usual 

collection of materials was identified within the demolition layer, including nails, 

sherds of pottery, CBM, animal bones, tesserae and painted wall plaster. No 

complete tiles or ceramic vessels were identified within the material, leading to 

the suggestion that this wing of the villa was probably stripped/scavenged of 

useful materials before being levelled. Initial thoughts at the beginning of the 

excavation suggested a calamitous end to the building, as burnt material was 

identified sealing the lower stratigraphy in certain areas. However, further 

investigation revealed only very small amounts of constructional timbered 

charcoal with no substantial evidence of material goods (eg ceramics) being 

buried/crushed in situ. Further investigation supports the hypothesis that this 

annexe of the villa was phased out, with the burnt deposits coming from spreads 

from the hearth within the aisled building. Several coins were found in the 

demolition/overburden layers. Most were in a worn state, though one in fair 

condition can be attributed to Valentinian I (364-375 AD), thus giving the 
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respective layers (contexts 6 and 7) a TPQ to (at the earliest) the middle-late 4th 

century AD. 

 

4.2.8. Demise and Further Activity 

During the course of the excavation several features appeared, all cutting through 

the demolition layers (contexts 6 and 7). Located in the western baulk section was 

a cut feature [3] filled with opus signinum (context 2). Sitting directly on top of the 

flagstone floor (F10) and measuring 430mm across. The feature appears to be a 

mortar mix (opus signinum) which apparently was not used. The interpretation of 

features such as this is clearly open for wider debate, though what is almost 

certain is that the opus signinum was mixed after this area of the villa complex 

was raised and levelled. The mortar mix is seen in section to cut through the 

overburden/demolition layer (contexts 6 and 7) with no evidence of leakage into 

the adjacent layer (photo 10). This suggests that in all probability the mortar was 

once mixed and contained within a trough of wood or some form of shuttering, 

ready for use during construction close by.  

 

Robbed out walls 

At the northern end of the excavation it was clear that extensive robbing had 

taken place, including wall F25 and the right angle return. The return to wall F25 

had been completely robbed out, leaving the partially removed pitched stone 

footings (F22).  The cut [5] for the robber trench was clearly visible in both the 

northern and western baulk sections. No residual buried soils (topsoils etc) were 

found in the backfill of the robber trench, suggesting that in an archaeological 
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context the robbing of the walls took place whilst the overburden/demolition 

layers were still relatively fresh. The backfill of the robber trench was 

homogenous, suggesting that in all probability deposition occurred somewhere 

during the very late Romano-British period. Finds from the backfill include 778 

individual blocks of tesserae. The large majority of these comprised the larger lias 

stone blocks which formed the surround for the mosaic pavement (F12). It was 

clear that during the course of the removal (robbing) of the masonry, a large area 

of tessellated pavement (F12) was destroyed. It would have been obvious to those 

carrying out the initial robbing of the walls that large numbers of tesserae had 

been displaced from the mosaic pavement. One would assume that any tesserae 

found would be scavenged for use on other tessellated floors. This suggests that 

during this period (late 4th/early 5th centuries AD) the decor within villa complexes 

was, in general, unimportant, especially for the laying or repairing of mosaic 

pavements. 

 

4.2.9. The Finds 

The processing of finds from the excavation has been completed, with all artefacts 

catalogued and contextualised. Numerous sherds of pottery, animal bones etc 

from the August 2009 excavation will be added to any future assemblages found 

during the forthcoming 2010 and 2011 excavations. All identification will be 

carried out by specialists in their respective fields. In all, a total of 566 sherds of 

pottery (high percentage of handmade Poole Harbour BB1), 9 sherds of Spanish 

Amphorae (Dressel 20), 772 animal bones, 583 pieces of ceramic building 

material, 562 iron objects (mainly nails), a keystone from an archway, part of a 
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carved stone plaque/tablet and 860 individual blocks of tesserae made up the 

main constituents of the assemblage. A number of special finds were also 

recorded during the excavation, including 14 coins, two loom weights (one turned 

from Kimmeridge shale and the other from the head of a cattle femur), several 

shards from glass vessels and plate glass. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Our excavations have revealed a Romano-British villa complete with mosaic, in 

what is appearing to be yet another growing addition to Somerset’s SMR 

catalogue of Romano-British sites. So what information can be drawn from the 

2009 excavation at Butleigh to add to the wealth of knowledge already held?  

Indeed, can the excavation of yet another Roman villa be justified?  Results from 

most excavated Romano-British villas tend to be homogenous in excavation 

technique and resulting reports. So what has the Butleigh excavation added 

towards our understanding and knowledge of Romano-British villas and can such a 

limited area of excavation really unfold a story? 

 

Approaching an excavation in a different manner seems to have worked in this 

instance. The team of excavators were each given an area in which to concentrate 

their thoughts and new found expertise, alongside guidance when required. Each 

1.5m2 area was carefully excavated, with finds from the stratified layers bagged 

and recorded. Overall we examined 26 areas multiplied by layers related to each 

square. This enabled us to establish a spatially accurate picture of artefact 

deposition within the 19.5m x 3m excavation. However, due to the relatively small 
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area excavated, the results in this report should be classed as speculative at this 

stage in the programme of works. 

 

Features such as the flagstone floor (F10) in Room 3, with accompanying 

padstones (F11, F34, F35 and F36) are comparable to those excavated at Atworth 

in Wiltshire (Erskine, 1975). The  general plan of the Butleigh excavation  could be 

compared also to that of the aisled building at Stroud near Petersfield in 

Hampshire (Moray-Williams, 1909: Fig 33) where the stone bases were placed at 

similar distances (3.35m-3.66m apart) to those at Butleigh (3.5m apart). 

 

A multi – phased structure (Building IX) starting with an aisled hall, which 

developed into a multi-functional establishment, was excavated at Fosse Lane, 

Shepton Mallet (Leach, 2001, 310: Fig 27). The aisled area of the Butleigh villa 

(rooms 3 and 4) bore similarities to that of Building IX at Shepton Mallet, in the 

continuous and changing development from what was probably always of an 

agricultural/industrial area of the villa. 

 

It is intended that future archaeological work at the Butleigh site will expand and 

establish the relationship between the four rooms excavated in the first season in 

this annexe/area of the villa. Evaluation test pitting will also be carried out in the 

Spring of 2010 to try and define the total extent of the villa complex, giving scope 

for future archaeological investigation. 
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It is acknowledged that this report is based on the early days of the Butleigh 

excavations, and therefore the findings are speculative, and future work may 

encourage alternative interpretations. However, we feel it is important to share 

our findings from excavations undertaken in the first season at the Butleigh Villa. 
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FIGURES 

FIG 1: LOCATION OF SITE (NOT TO SCALE) 
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FIG 2: TRENCH LOCATION WITH GEOPHYSICS RESULTS (Scale 1:1500) 
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FIG 3: DETAIL OF MOSAIC (Scale 1:10) 
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FIG 4: TRENCH PLAN                                               FIG 5: AREAS OF EXTENDED EXCAVATION  
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FIG 6: ROOMS (Not to Scale) 
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PHOTOGRAPHS 

 

Photo 1 Week One Test Pit Layout 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 2 Linear [44]                                        Photo 3 Linear [38] (x 1 500mm Scale) 

(X 1 500mm & 1 400mm Scale)       
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Photo 4 Pitched Stone Foundation [22]                            Photo 5 Masonry Coursing, Wall [25] 

(2 x 1m & 1 x 500mm Scales)                                              (1 x 500mm & 1 x 300mm Scales)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 6 Flagstone Floor NW View (2 x 2m & 1 x 500mm Scales) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 7 Mosaic Floor, NW View (2 x 2m & 1 x 500mm Sales) 
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Photo 8 Hearth (1 x 1m & 2 x 500mm) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 9 Sondage Investigating Hearth (1 x 1m, 1 x 500mm & 1 x 250mm) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 10 Showing Opus Signinum in Section (1 x 2m & 2 x 500mm Scales) 

 


